
DEDON LIGHTING BY FLOS
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Collection: DEDON and renowned Italian lighting manufacturer Flos have forged an extraordinary collaboration to 
develop outdoor versions of Philippe Starck’s celebrated K-TRIBE and  SUPERARCHIMOON lighting systems. Their 
shades hand-woven with DEDON fiber in four different two-tone versions, either system adds the perfect touch to any 
outdoor living room. 

K-Tribe outdoor (230V): The chrome-plated K-TRIBE lamp (230V) is distinguished by its sleek design and the contras-
ting tones of its lampshade, handwoven in DEDON fiber.
Frame: Die-cast aluminum base and stem support with chrome finish. Lamp shade is made of DEDON fiber.
Finishing: Item features IP55 protection against low pressure jets of water (IP55 rating describes fitting's protection 
from intrusion of liquids).
Characteristics: Innovative, minimalist, iconic, dramatic, two-tone, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Use only soft cloth to clean appliance, dampened, if needed, with water and soap or mild cleanser.
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LIGHTING
K-Tribe outdoor (230V)

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 59306516 | Weight 24 kg/53 lbs
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Collection: DEDON and renowned Italian lighting manufacturer Flos have forged an extraordinary collaboration to 
develop outdoor versions of Philippe Starck’s celebrated K-TRIBE and  SUPERARCHIMOON lighting systems. Their 
shades hand-woven with DEDON fiber in four different two-tone versions, either system adds the perfect touch to any 
outdoor living room. 

K-Tribe outdoor (120V): The chrome-plated K-TRIBE lamp (120V) is distinguished by its sleek design and the contras-
ting tones of its lampshade, handwoven in DEDON fiber.
Frame: Die-cast aluminum base and stem support with chrome finish. Lamp shade is made of DEDON fiber.
Finishing: Item features IP55 protection against low pressure jets of water (IP55 rating describes fitting's protection 
from intrusion of liquids).
Characteristics: Innovative, minimalist, iconic, dramatic, two-tone, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Use only soft cloth to clean appliance, dampened, if needed, with water and soap or mild cleanser.

LIGHTING
K-Tribe outdoor (120V)

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 59316516 | Weight 24 kg/53 lbs
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Collection: DEDON and renowned Italian lighting manufacturer Flos have forged an extraordinary collaboration to 
develop outdoor versions of Philippe Starck’s celebrated K-TRIBE and  SUPERARCHIMOON lighting systems. Their 
shades hand-woven with DEDON fiber in four different two-tone versions, either system adds the perfect touch to any 
outdoor living room. 

Superarchimoon outdoor (120V): This SUPERARCHIMOON outdoor lamp (120V) boasts oversized proportions, a 
dramatic yet functional design and a handwoven, two-tone shade.
Frame: Galvanized structural parts (base support, diffuser support, arms, brackets, levers and braces) for enhanced 
weather resistance. Gray-painted body. Springs and main mechanical components also made of special materials for 
good weather resistance.
Finishing: Item features IP55 protection against low pressure jets of water (IP55 rating describes fitting's protection 
from intrusion of liquids).
Characteristics: Innovative, minimalist, iconic, dramatic, two-tone, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Use only soft cloth to clean appliance, dampened, if needed, with water and soap or mild cleanser.
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LIGHTING
Superarchimoon outdoor (120V)

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 059311516 | Weight 158,5 kg/349 lbs | Volume 1,25 m³/44 cu ft
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Collection: DEDON and renowned Italian lighting manufacturer Flos have forged an extraordinary collaboration to 
develop outdoor versions of Philippe Starck’s celebrated K-TRIBE and  SUPERARCHIMOON lighting systems. Their 
shades hand-woven with DEDON fiber in four different two-tone versions, either system adds the perfect touch to any 
outdoor living room. 

Superarchimoon outdoor (230V): This SUPERARCHIMOON outdoor lamp (230V) boasts oversized proportions, a 
dramatic yet functional design and a handwoven, two-tone shade.
Frame: Galvanized structural parts (base support, diffuser support, arms, brackets, levers and braces) for enhanced 
weather resistance. Gray-painted body. Springs and main mechanical components also made of special materials for 
good weather resistance.
Finishing: Item features IP55 protection against low pressure jets of water (IP55 rating describes fitting's protection 
from intrusion of liquids).
Characteristics: Innovative, minimalist, iconic, dramatic, two-tone, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Use only soft cloth to clean appliance, dampened, if needed, with water and soap or mild cleanser.
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LIGHTING
Superarchimoon outdoor (230V)

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 059301516 | Weight 158,5 kg/349 lbs | Volume 1,25 m³/44 cu ft




